
The study that borders into the South Malabar, the seat of many rebellions under the British 
colonial hegemony endured frequent famines.  Famines were common in British India. The cause 
and effect of the Malabar famines in the Eranad, Valluvanad and Wayanad Taluks of Colonial 
South Malabar are scrutinized in this study under different contexts like social and political. It is 
remarkable to note that during the short period in1869-1909 more than 20 major famines broke 
out in India, more or less the same number of rebellion also recorded in this region. The worst 
among them, the Madras famines of 1865-66, 1876-78 and 1890-91, were studied initially by the 
Indian Nationalist and Economic Historians. Throughout the nineteenth century, these were the 
areas of frequent mutinies in regular intervals Famines of Malabar are virgin areas that warrant 
further investigation. During 1836-1854 more than twenty two similar revolts occurred in the 
southern parts of Malabar. The rebellion was also reported in the years of 1870, 1876 and 1896. 
During this period the frequent famines were also reported in the same region. The social, 
political and economic life of Malabar was total failure under the colonial-Janmi exploitations. 
The consequences of continuous Malabar famine led to Mutiny and not actually the fanatics of 
Malabar Mappilas. Thus we can coin the new word in the historical text of Malabar as ‘Famine 
Mutiny’.
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Malabar, a unique socio-political and economic area under the British colonial rule, was 
merged, with the United States of Travancore – Cochin to form the modern State of Kerala. The 
study that borders into the South Malabar, the seat of many rebellions under the British colonial 
hegemony endured frequent famines.  Famines were common in British India. Extraction of 
heavy tax from the peasants that multiplied their liability made starvation very regular. The 
British claimed more and more, and the consequences were more dreadful. The total number of 
those who died cannot be told, unless it was possible to collect their skeletons, or gather up their 
dust.1The cause and effect of the Malabar famines in the Eranad, Valluvanad and Wayanad 
Taluks of Colonial South Malabar are scrutinized in this study under different contexts like 
social and political. It is remarkable to note that during the short period in1869-1909 more than 
20 major famines broke out in India, more or less the same number of rebellion also recorded in 
this region2. The worst among them, the Madras famines of 1865-66, 1876-78 and 1890-91, were 
studied initially by the Indian Nationalist and Economic Historians.  In this context, the great 
nationalist figure, Dadabhai Naoroji, the father of the Drain Theory deserves special reference3.
Under the British colonial exploitation, the Indian economy was worst affected, as a result of 
which Famine and Mutiny emerged the order of the day. Economic Nobel Laureate Amarthya 
Sen defines the famines as “a particularly virulent manifestation of starvation causing 
widespread death 4 To Malthus, the British economist, “famines were the last resort of fallen 
economy”5. Famine is not an inevitable consequence of drought. Drought is an act of nature, 
while famine is the result of particular kinds of economic system reacting to not just a drought,
but to a precipitous fall or hike in agricultural prices. Famines lead to widespread epidemics like 
measles, elephantiasis, viral fever and cholera that widen mortality rate.

The literature available to assess famine was not constantly defined crystal shape or yet 
defined at all. It was used to refer to circumstances of severe or common hunger and 
malnutrition, sometimes to the large scale death resulting from such a situation. The 
Commissions appointed to enquire into the famine of 1866 in Bengal and Orissa, defined famine 
as “suffering from hunger on the part of large classes of the population, and maintained that this 
was the meaning of the word in its ordinary and popular acceptance”6. In latter discourses, the 
clarity in terms of overload death also came to be broadly used, first of all mortality was more 
easily measured than hunger. Then it helped to distinguish famine from unceasing hunger which 
was believed to be common among the Indian people of the time. According to the Famine 
Commission of 1901, “it may be laid down as a general rule that any unusual or aimless
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wandering of men or herds in search of food or water is a sure sign that has already begun and 
that relief is urgently required”7. In the words of Alamgir, famine is often based on a broader 
definition which regards it as a “multifaceted community syndrome”, involving an array of sub 
states ranging from fatal disease to the breakdown of traditional social bonds, together leading to 
excess mortality8.

Mike Davis (Late Victorian Holocaust: Elnino Famines and Making of Third World) opines 
that one of the causes of Elnino famines was colonial deforestation and failure of rain fall that 
leads to crop failure and famine9. It is very appealing to study that, trade motivated mercantilists 
to change into colonial rulers of the country and their industrialist ideologies affected worst of a 
colony by socially, economically, ecologically and politically. The Elnino affected famines of 
the Victorian can be connected with the depletion of Western Ghats and British commercial 
interest in the Malabar soil especially its effect on Wayanad Plateau. Appleby locates the cause 
of widespread hunger and elevated death rates in Tudor- Stuart England primarily in 
transportation difficulties and Bois offer fiscal relations between lord and peasant as the 
explanation for population stagnation in medieval Normandy.10

Famines can be classified broadly into Macro famines and Micro famines. The existing 
historical literature concerns mainly with the study of macro famines. Micro famines have been 
set aside. The present study of South Malabar Mappila agricultural folk will come under the 
latter category. The entire South India, including Madras and Mysore were severely affected by 
the scarcity of food grains. Compared to Madras town, Chingalpettu and the nearby Mysore 
State, the Malabar region suffered famine in lesser degrees. It was only because of private relief. 
But we cannot neglect the drought led famines of Malabar that it was lesser in comparison of 
mortality with the other districts, where starvation and famines were very frequent. Throughout 
the nineteenth century, these were the areas of frequent mutinies in regular intervals In one of 
the most populated areas under the Madras presidency, especially in the Taluks like Waluvanad 
and Eranad of the Malabar district, majority of the people were employed as agricultural 
labourers. In the case of the Wayanad Taluk, the major agricultural changes occurred were in the 
production relations, effected by the Commercialization of Agriculture.  

Famines of Malabar are virgin areas that warrant further investigation.  The scholars and 
officials like William Logan, C.A Innes, K.N Panikkar, A.R Desai, H.S Bhatia, Mike Davis, 
Amarthya Sen, Stretchy, Loveday, Dhigby, Malthus, Bhatia B.M, Alamgir, T C Varghese, 
Dhanagare, M Desai, Ajith Das Gupta, Jean Dre’ze, and Amaritha Rangasami provide enough 
thought for further study. The British colonial administrative, judicial, revenue, sanitation and 
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trade records available at the archival depositories at Calicut, Madras, and New Delhi helped for 
the study. 

Nineteenth century rebellions of Mappilas were thoroughly studied by scholars like Connolly, T. 
L. Stranger, William Logan, Hitchcock, Stephen. F. Dale, Conrad wood, K.N Panikkar, and M. 
Gangadhara Menon, in different perspectives and ideology. Even though Stranger and Connolly 
found that the root cause for rebellion was the Mappila fanaticism, more or less they 
acknowledged the agrarian grievances of the district of Malabar. Strange admitted the fact that 
the practice of melcharth ‘has to some extent doubtlessly been abused’.11In the case of William 
Logan, colonial regime neglected his report that related the root cause of rebellion to the agrarian 
discontent and Janmi exploitation. He also noticed that all the evictions and exploitation took 
place in southern Malabar taluks especially Valluvanad, Eranad and Wayanad where the result of 
Janmi - Kudiyan system was strong.  Eighty six of total petitions were from south Malabar, out 
of which 67% belong to the Mappilas. All these petitions were related to eviction, Melcharth and 
increase of pattom. It is further noticed that these victims wouldn’t get much support from the 
British revenue office and court.

12

Year Average Petitions in 
annually 

Average number of 
eviction in annually 

1862-66 2039 1891

1867-71 2547 3483

1872-77 3974 6286

1877-80 4983 8355

The figures above show that the number of eviction verdict increased year by year. It also 
indicates the burden of the peasants’ instability in the field or the real threat to his life and 
income.   After a detailed study, he put forward many suggestions to expel the miseries of actual 
farmer.  He forwarded the changes in the existing law and inclination towards the actual labour 
in the field, for getting full power to sell, exchange and ownership.  He thought that only through 
the full ownership of the land to the peasants, development in the agriculture that can put an end 
to the rebellions be obtained. But it was in opposition to the interest of Janmis and kanumakar,
who were not doing farming directly. Still the colonial government protected the interest of the 
Janmis and kanumakar.  Gram, the south Malabar district judge, opined that Logan’s report was 
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rebellious and dreadful. The same view was put forward by all other colonial officers. They 
formed another committee to study his findings but completely were all his recommendations 
rejected13.

The studies of Dale and Hitchcock conclude the Mappila Fanaticism but Conrad Wood 
led to the agrarian discontent. The initial uprising against the Janmi system in Kerala was moved 
by the illiterate and ignorant Mappilas of Valluvanad and Eranad. Their absolute backwardness, 
unaware of the strength of newly found British colonial system, the newly constituted intricate 
rules and regulations made them to react very severely against their personal crusade14. During 
1836-1854 more than twenty two similar revolts occurred in the southern parts of Malabar. The 
first six revolts were not much Severe, which started from Pandallur (1836), Thiruragadi(1843), 
Pallipuram(1841) Mannur(1841), Pandikkad(1843), Manjeri(1849), Kolattur(1851), 
Mattannur(1852), and Irumbazhi.15 The rebellion was also reported in the years of 1870, 1876 
and 1896. During this period the frequent famines were also reported in the same region. 

Dale put forward the opinion that the ‘fourteen well documented outbreaks that had no 
immediate connection with the agrarian disputes.16 K.N Panikkar opined that it was a pure 
agrarian conflict between Mappilas, tenants and Hindu Janmis. The same thing is supported by 
Gangadhara Menon even though the influence of Ulama (local muslim theologians) and 
Thangals (local muslim theologians claiming the descent of prophet), adaptation of religion, and 
involvement of poor Mappilas struggled against their agrarian miseries17. The traditional society 
of Malabar reacted against the tax extraction and eviction very strongly as in the form of revolt 
in nineteenth century. Conrad wood in his studies contemplates on Agrarian discontent in 
between the tenants and Lords.18 The changed tenant –kudiyan- kanumakar, relations and its 
dispute settlement prove that this was the cause for Mappila outbreak in this period. It was a 
struggle of Mappila tenants who revolted against the oppression of the Hindu janmis who were 
supported by the colonial power. E M S Namboodiripadu, the Marxist ideologist, rightly 
remarked that all atrocities resulted by the mutiny cannot be completely treated as something that 
caused by social or political motive.19 From the above discussion we can notice that all the 
reports and studies are undisputed in the case of large scale agrarian problems. That problem was 
nothing but famine. Here we can notice frequent famine and rebellion in the same taluks of 
Malabar. So these rebellions were not simply agricultural dispute; more than that it was famine 
mutiny. Famine mutiny is not a wild presumption but the same kind of peasant struggles were 
reported in the history of   India. Ranajith Guha recorded that the mutiny of Deccan peasants in 
1875 was nothing but famine mutiny. The cultivators distressed the result from falling 
agricultural prices, heavy tax, and of Political powerlessness. The commercialization of 
agriculture under British land revenue policies burdened small peasants.20The poor peasant was 
forced to remit the huge rent and the interest of money lenders. Majority of them lost their 
livelihood. They looted the money lenders and lords of the village, and loan documents were 
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burnt and the same thing happened in the case of Malabar.21Even British sanitary commission 
reported that rice was used by the common people only on special occasions. From there itself 
we can read the deficiency of grains for the poor. The issues like large scale evictions, 
mistreatment of Janmi, court Adalath, the issue of melcharth (increasing rent unruly) 22 and over 
extraction of pattom(land rent) etc, were only the problem of South Malabar. By Mr. Warden 
the policy of considering Janmi as the sole owners of the landed properties of whole Malabar 
was accepted by the British administrators unconditionally and steps were taken to implement it.
Mr. Warden’s interpretation of different tenure –Kanam a mortgage and verumpattam as mere 
tenancy at will did take into consideration the customary practices in vogue through centuries, 
and was clearly faulty. Moreover, he made out a chance for side of janmis who according to him, 
were suffering at hands of the tenants. William Logan’s understanding of tenurial problem was 
entirely different from other administrators. Logan had established in his report that the 
‘authorities and British court have never properly realized the true original state of the relations 
subsisting between Janmis (land lord)and the other classes interested in the soil’23 Only after the 
settlement of company revenue policy the Janmi become the absolute owner of the land. By 
regulation Act XXV of 1802 the government of madras the land holders were to enter into 
written agreements with their ryots24. Customary practices of remitting of pattom (rent)become 
legal agreement. The problems were the traditional practice of remission of Pattam at the time of 
Drought, flood or other calamities associated with seasonal changes also vanished25 The taluks 
like Eranad and Valluvanad were severely hit by all these issues.  

In south Malabar, rent was paid by the tenant to the government but in North it was paid 
by the Janmi. There was not much problem in North Malabar, especially the problems like
melcharth and tax increase. But in south Malabar there was huge number of land eviction cases 
that was increased year by year. The case of wayanad famine is not the same of Eranad and 
Valluvanad taluks. In Wayanad it was because of the changes in the crops production and 
commercialization of agriculture for the modern capitalist industries of the World, which was 
severely affected by the shortage of grains and the crops failure due to El Nino and Southern 
oscillations. More over Mr. Baber revises the standard of rate on rice land Pattom on the 
principle of taking one half of the gross produce, which has been continued more or less ever 
since.26 Alliance between the Janmi and the British was the real factor behind the Malabar crises. 
The commercialization of Agriculture led to shortage of grain in Malabar and peasants really 
starved without the grain.  The new socio-economic conditions,  law court in favour of land 
lords, frequent change of tenant, eviction, peasantry deteriorated-and more than that hike in price 
of Agricultural products in 1832 led to  total Scarcity and famine of Malabar. 

Famine did not affect much part of North Malabar where as it severely affected the south. 
Hence it was worth notifying that there was only one rebellion recognized in North Malabar. The 
population of Muslim community in south Malabar was high in number compared to their Hindu 
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fellows. Hence majority of tenants belonged to Muslim community. But majority in numbers 
cannot be treated as one of the reasons for any mutiny. The case was not much different for 
Hindu fellows. They too had the same problems faced by Muslim community. Then there arises 
an inevitable question that didn’t they have these sorts of problems? The answer is very simple 
that Hindu was not united and there were many differences in the perspective and the ideologies 
of caste and class. The higher class Hindus used to practice untouchability and unseebility to 
avoid the free mingling with low caste Hindus. Many of them considered their Janmi (local land 
lord/majority of them were higher class hindus) as the incarnation of God, Brahmans and they 
didn’t make any attempt for rebellious act because it would have been a sin against God. The 
same thing was put forward by the Muslim kanumakar local (tenant) in the case against the 
Alvacherithambrakal, one of the highest castes Janmi, who were considered as the 
representatives of god by the Hindu magistrate. Then Logan was told how magistrate could have 
passed a verdict against janmi.27 But the Mappila peasants used their religious brotherhood and 
institutions to fight against exploiters.

Religion provided a base for poor Mappila peasants including converted Mappilas to stand 
against the caste and community exploitation, though religion should never have been used on 
Janmis as their augmentation machinery. Another cause of its relation with famine was 
involvement of poor peasants. The North Malabar Rich Mappilas engaged more in trade and 
guilds that did not participate in the famine mutiny. But in south Malabar majority of them were 
mere agricultural labourers or kudiyan. The Muslims who supported colonial regime were either 
attacked or killed by the peasants. If it had been a fanatic the Muslims would never have been 
killed. Communalism considered a person only with the identity of religion, whether he or she is 
the follower of the same religion or not. We have records about five Muslim victims in the 
mutiny. Then why these peasants in the juncture of destroy themselves. But their strong belief in 
religion banned them doing so.  Even in the contemporary democratic society, people commit 
suicide as an act of escape from famine and poverty. The answer is very simple it was an 
uprising against those who were the real villains behind their eviction from the land, Tax 
Extraction and plunder of their wealth and fortune. The only alternative to them in this 
vulnerability was to escape from the worldly life.  

There are many verses against suicide in the Holy Qur’an. The following verses make the 
prohibition very clear and illustrates the punishment ‘God bestows on those who commit suicide 
But let there be amongst you Traffic and trade by mutual good-will: Nor kill (or destroy) 
yourselves: for verily God hath been to you Most Merciful! If any do that in rancour and 
injustice,- soon shall We cast them into the Fire: And easy it is for God’.28 On the other hand
martyrdom in war for self defence, protecting oneself and family, defending country, freedom, 
peace, etc. is praised. Martyrdom, or when one is killed, not by their own hands but by an enemy, 
in a struggle for a just cause is respected highly in Islam. The Prophet said, ‘Nobody who dies 
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and finds good from God (in the Hereafter) would wish to come back to this world even if he 
were given the whole world and whatever is in it, except the martyr who, on seeing the 
superiority of martyrdom, would like to come back to the world and get killed again (in God's 
Cause)’.29 When the faith of Islam rejects the self immolation and at the same time respects and 
provide privilege to those people who strive for the cause of his society and polity against the 
malevolence. So the Mappila peasants and kanamdars search a solution other than killing 
themselves lead to become Shaheed or Martyrs.  They used the same religious ideology to fight 
against the cause of evils in the society. The Ulamas and Thangals had a strong base in this 
milieu of Malabar rebellion. They were not full time peasants but depended highly on the 
peasants, which really made them to preach the ideas of Shaheed or martyrdom. They chose 
paradise life after death instead of worldly sorrows. The Modern political party and society 
provided enough and more respectable status to martyors and their holiness. It has been very 
clear that many times the rebellious had the chance to escape or run away from the situation after 
their short term victory but they never did so. They waited in the same spot till police men and 
military battalion arrived. It was very few who were caught alive by the police from the spot.

In nutshell   Malabar mutiny was the result of fallen society and polity. The famine is the 
last resort of a fallen economy. From the above discussion we get the idea that Malabar 
underwent frequent rebellions and famines. The social, political and economic life of Malabar 
was total failure under the colonial-Janmi exploitations. The consequences of continuous 
Malabar famine led to Mutiny and not actually the fanatics of Malabar Mappilas. Thus we can 
coin the new word in the historical text of Malabar as ‘Famine Mutiny’. From the above 
discussions it can be concluded that famines led to revolution whenever a group of people was 
deprived of food grains. And consequently Famine mutiny broke out. It was appealing to notice 
that frequent rebellions broke out only in famine affected area i.e. south Malabar especially 
Wayanad, Eranad and Valluvanad taluks. The entire Marxist scholars like EMS 
Namboodiripadu, KN Panikkar and Conrad wood are unanimous in this regard. Even the British 
officials like Stretchy and Logan were well aware about the real discontent caused by poverty 
and hunger among the Mappila peasants. Logan’s work spread light to the agricultural 
indebtedness and subjugation under the colonial-Janmi Hegemony. To Ranajith Guha, more than 
the Agricultural discontent, it was the elementary aspects of peasant insurgency. In the case of 
the Deccan Mutiny of 1875, peasants are charged with many atrocities, including looting and 
killing of many. But the colonialists never ever get a chance to brand under the banner of 
Fanaticism because all the lords or Money lenders and peasants belonged to the same Religion, 
Hinduism. But in Malabar, British used to practice their ideology of divide and rule and played 
the communal card. More than the basic issues of the Mappila peasants, they underestimated the 
issue as a mere fight between the Hindu Janmis and their Mappila tenants. The Agricultural 
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discontent was nothing but crops failure due to Drought and the same led into frequent Famine 
and Mutiny. Hence the concept ‘Early Malabar famine mutiny’ is justified in this study.
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